Parliamentary Government in England
"Efficiency in an assembly/' wrote Bagehot, "requires
a solid mass of steady votes**; we may add that this
"solid mass*' is also the main safeguard against the worst
forms of corruption. That "solid mass" is provided by
party control and there is nothing we know of to take
its place. The alternative is government by interests so
articulated that the problem of making governmental
responsibility clear is never adequately solved. No doubt
the power to dissolve is a very great power. We see the
alternative in its absence in the United States and France.
In the one, the President gets his way, in so far as he gets
his way, very largely by the use x>f the patronage; about
as undesirable a method of persuasion as the imagination
can conceive. In the other, because members know that
a dissolution is unthinkable, their sense of responsibility
for what is done is tragically small. More than that: the
power to upset a Government without paying the penalty
therefor means that many of the great decisions are made
without reference to electoral will. The country votes for
M* Herriot; but the Chamber yields to pressure from
outside (and dubious pressure at that) and it gets the
Government of M. Poincari or M. Doumergue or M.
Laval. At least we are saved by Cabinet control of the
private member from monstrous perversions of this sort.
One final remark may be made in this context. The
Cabinet minister in our system has, with all his defects,
served, as a rule, a long apprenticeship which breeds a
very real sense of responsibility; the selective function of
the House provides, in this regard, at least some safe-
guards of importance. The method by which a candidate
is chosen gives us no such assurance of responsibility. A
young aristocrat, a business man who hopes by his
wealth to find a seat in the House the avenue to social
distinction* the banister who knows that, given some
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